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TrafFix AlertTrafFix Alert®

Rumble StripRumble Strip
Alerting Drivers with Sight, Sound and      Alerting Drivers with Sight, Sound and      
Sensation AwarenessSensation Awareness

Jigsaw connection for secure and simple 
deployment

Three color choices to enhance driver visibility Dimension and placement maximize driver 
awareness

Made of Recycled Rubber
Adheres to the roadway at all times, in all conditions and at all speeds.  Made from durable, 
recycled rubber and designed to take heavy highway use. High tech grooves and rubber 
construction provides grip and adheres to the roadway.

Ease of Handling
Large handle accommodates a gloved hand for a balanced carry and drop.  Jigsaw ends double as handles for easy 
positioning and dragging.  One complete set of 3 sticks weighs only 72 lbs. 

Ease of Assembly
Assembles quickly with one person.  Pliable rubber with jigsaw connection provides easy connection of strips.  Can be 
assembled in-line or staggered for additional driver awareness.  Bidirectional ramp eliminates orientation of the strip on the 
roadway.

Disassembly and Transporting 
Simply grab the end nearest the shoulder and drag off the road.  Easily stack on the truck with the molded-in stacking lugs 
which stabilize the TrafFix Alert Rumble Strips during transport.

Color 
The TrafFix Alert Rumble Strip comes in Black, Orange or White.  The Orange or White strips can be mixed in with the Black 
strips to enhance long site distance visibility to the motorist. Custom colors also available.

Application 
Three 46.5” long x 12” wide rumble strips fi t easily together to form a 12’ lane width.  Three of these 12’ long assemblies are 
spaced evenly on roadway to alert drivers to the upcoming work zone or safety checkpoint.  Full 1” thickness x 12” width 
delivers better sensory awareness to the motorist.

Temporary Rumble Strip
Quickly and easily deployed or retrieved, used to alert approaching motorists to an upcoming change to the roadway.
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TRAFFIX ALERT® RUMBLE STRIP

Specifi cation:
Rumble strip to be made of recycled rubber for maximum durability and adherence to the roadway in all 
weather conditions.  Each strip to be 46.5” long x 12” wide x 1” height.  Three strips will accommodate 
a 12’ wide lane.  Bidirectional ramp eliminates orientation of the strip to the roadway.  Pliable jigsaw 
connections on each end of strip allows for easy connection of one strip to another.  Jigsaw connections 
allow for in-line or staggered connection.  Each strip to weigh no more than 24 lbs.  A complete set 
of three (3) strips not to exceed 72 lbs.  Each strip to have a cut-out carrying handle large enough to 
accommodate a gloved hand.  Two stacking lugs on each strip provide for easy stacking and stability 
during transport.  Rumble strip is available in black, orange, or white.  Color can be used to provide 
additional visibility to oncoming motorists.

PB1012

1” rumble strip height provides increased 
vehicle rocking

Stacking lugs ensure stability during 
transport to the job site

WEIGHT:      24 lbs.
HEIGHT:       1.0 inch
LENGTH:      46.5 inches
WIDTH:        12.0 inches
MATERIAL:    recycled rubber

One worker can quickly and easily deploy a TrafFix Alert zone in minutes, without additional tools, minimizing exposure to traffi c.
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